change has an inverse impact on dust storm frequency while wind speed and temperature 45 have direct covariance structure with dust storm frequency. The wind speed also seems to be 46 the most effective climate driver on dust storm frequency in arid regions of Iran, followed by 47 temperature. The results also shows that local conditions that are not considered in this study 48 may also play significant role in dust storm emission in some parts of the region. 
Introduction

55
It is a long time that the relevance of dust storms in arid and semi-arid regions has been change in dust storm frequency in relation to the change in climate variables in through time.
94
The basic hypothesis to be tested by multivariate trend assessment is that the covariance 95 structure between dust storm frequency and rainfall, as a source for soil moisture, is negative 96 but this structure is positive for temperature and wind speed.
97
We provide details of study region and data in section 2. This section is followed by 98 methodology of univariate and multivariate trend tests. Results and discussion on climate and 99 dust storm multivariate relationship will be given in section 4. The conclusion and 100 recommendation sections will be presented at the end of the paper. 
162
With = (1, … , ) . The statistic H is asymptotically normal under the null hypothesis.
163
The test statistic of CET test is a
This statistic is asymptotically 2 χ 2 ( )-distributed where q is the rank of as given in (4).
166
The null hypothesis is rejected if the value of the above test statistics exceeds the critical 167 thresholds determined according to the related distribution quantile. shows negative dust storm frequency trends across region.
183
The stations with positive statistically significant dust storm frequency trend are called
184
"Group A". This group includes Zahedan, Iranshahr, Bandarabbas, Fasa and Tabas stations.
185
The stations with negative significant trend are called "Group B" which includes Kerman,
186
Sharood and Sirjan. Other stations with no significant dust storm trends are called "Group C",
187
henceforth.
188
The annual rainfall trend assessment shows a decreasing trend for most of the stations across 
Maximum temperature
260
The results of multivariate trend for maximum temperature are given in 
Average temperature
274
The multivariate trend results for average temperature are presented in Table 6 . The number 275 of significant statistics is higher than those for maximum temperature in Table 5 . However,
276
for maximum temperature the number of positive and negative signs are almost the same. in recent decades that may reduce the effective of climate variables on dust storm emission.
318
The last important point to be noted is the performance of bivariate tests applied in this study.
319
As mentioned before, the CET and CIT test are relatively stronger to detect bivariate trend.
320
The results of this study also show more significant bivariate trend statistics for these two Figure   450 1. 
